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Abstract- This paper presents a low power high linearity F.7
transmitter front-end for 900 MHz Zigbee applications based LPF VGA Up-Mixer
on 0.18 gim CMOS technology. The direct up-conversion is BBI H
implemented by passive mixer which dissipates no DC current. utput
Two stage driver amplifiers provide high enough gain as well
as high linearity to drive high power signal to 50Q antenna
while consuming small amount of current. Measurement shows PLL Q

A_
11.5 dB overall transmitter gain, 3 dBm output PldB while VCO ground Driver
dissipating 1.8mA DC current from 1.8 V supply. Amplifier

BB_Q
I. INTRODUCTION LPF VGA Up-Mixer This work

In the last few year, the demand for low cost, low power
and small size wireless transceivers has been increased
significantly with extensive researches on transceiver Figure 1. Transmitter architecture
architectures and RF circuit design techniques utilizing In digital communications, Nyquist filtering is typically
standard CMOS technology [1], [2]. With the introduction of used to limit the required bandwidth of the transmitted signalIEEE 802.15.4 Zigbee standard [3], these demands tend to without producing inter-symbol interference (151). A
dominate the transceiver developments, common Nyquist filtering method is to use a raised cosine

There are several works on low power transmitter that pulse shaping with different roll-off factor. With different
have been reported in literature [4], [5] and [6]. However, for roll-off factor the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR),
example, in [6], Molnar introduced low power transceiver which is defined as the ratio of the peak envelope power to
for sensor network applications. In that work, the power the average power of the transmitter signal, at the transmitter
consumption is quite low but the linearity is rather poor. output increases [7]. With roll-off factor of 1, the required
With the motivation of low power high linearity transmitter peak-to-average ratio power is about 2dB. Zigbee
to fulfill the demand of new technology trends, this paper transmitted power is around 0 dBm, 2 dB PAPR means that
presents a low power high linearity direct conversion the transmitter should be capable of transmitting up to 2
transmitter RF front-end for 900 MHz Zigbee applications dBm [8]. Therefore, the output 1dB compression point of
based on 0.18 im CMOS technology. transmitter is required to be over 2 dBm. Circuit design

detail is described in following section.
II. TRANSMITTER ARCHITECTURE

The proposed transmitter architecture is shown in Fig. 1 III. CIRCUIT DESIGNS
which consists of low pass filter (LPF), variable gain A. Up mixer
amplifier (VGA), I/Q up mixers and single ended driver
amplifier (DA). In Fig.1, one of the differential signals after As the way to minimize the power consumption passive
up-mixer is connected to AC-ground and the other connected mixer shown in Fig. 2 is adopted in this design.
to single-ended driver amplifier. The adoption of a single-
ended driver amplifier eliminates the requirement of balun
circuit and save the dc power consumption.
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Figure 3. Two stage driver amplifier.
In this configuration, LO voltage switches two pair of

transistors in such a way that (ideally) for one half-cycle
input is connected to the output directly, and for another ri
half-cycle with opposite polarity. This realizes switching , ' ' t +
function equivalent to the one of Gilbert cell. To achieve low _i__ __ _
noise it is important that the switch transistors are large tO <PAd eTgt(,v,g2
enough to provide a sufficiently low on resistance [9]. l Tl l l
However, when sizing the switches there wil be a trade-of
between the mixer noise and the gain as well as the linearity .. L
performance. Since noise performance in transmitter is more (b)
relaxed than that in receiver, so the transistors size are
chosen in order to maximize the gain and linearity of Figure 4. Small-signal equivalent circuit at N1 of two stage amplifier in
transmitter. Here are some properties that should be Fig 3.
considered: i) typically the LO signal is driven by narrow
band buffer which is normally implemented by inductive With the key point of high gain, low power consumption
load amplifier. This inductive load will resonate with the and high linearity, the solution we are presenting here is two-
gate-source capacitor of the switching transistors. If the size stage driver amplifier shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen in
of the switching transistor are large, the loading inductance Fig.3, the first stage is conventional cascode topology while
must be smaller leading to low output of LO signal then second stage is folded one. Cascode topology has many
mixer conversion gain is reduced [9]; ii) when the size of advantages, such as high gain, high input-output isolation,
switching transistors are small, the loading inductance should etc. In general, the conventional cascode amplifier can
be larger leading to larger silicon area, low linearity and provide good linearity. However stacking two transistors
stability problem of the buffer. In this design, considering the limits the output voltage swing at the output. Therefore, to
trade-off between gain, linearity and silicon die-area the size maximize output voltage swing the folded-cascode structure
of switching transistors are chosen as 130pm. is adopted in second stage.

The DC level of the LO signals is also important since it In Fig. 3, load inductor L1 used in the first stage is
controls the switching mode. In the balanced driver case, resonated with capacitor at node N1 which includes capacitor
equal amount of time in both on and off state, the voltage C1 and parasitic capacitances at this node. In addition
conversion gain of the mixer is theoretically equal to2/h. If inductor L1, capacitor C1 with parasitic capacitances and
the switches are setitohave less on-time than off-time, often coupling capacitor Cc also play as inter-stage matching
referred to break-before-make, the conversion gain will circuit, which can be clearly explained by equivalent circuit
maximally equal to 1, but the mixer will also be less linear shownIn Fig 4, between two stages to transfer the whole
[9]. The transmitter base-band input is biased at half the power signal fromfirst stage to second stage.
supply voltage (0.9 V); this is DC level from the output of As cne seen inlFige input impedanc e,)to

trade-off ~ ~bewe gan liert and silco beisen-area. thesiemxmz utu otg wng th foldedcasce(i)anodestuur

VGA. To maximize the linearity, on and off time states N i
should be equal, LO terminal is therefore biased at just over Inis:
transistor threshold voltage (Vbias=1.42).

Zin=sLs±]/sCj±gmLs Ct (1)
B. Driver amplicier

In typical transmitter architecture, driver amplifier is And the output impedance of the first stage at node Ni is:
placed in front of power amplifier to transmit high power to
antennas. However, since the main application of Zigbee isetw(1nrt±1sLa±s (1 sLe±tC e (2)
about 10-20m distance and the required output power is 0 signalfrfirststgoscond stage.
dBm [3] such that the power amplifier can be eliminated.
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In (1) Ct=Cg +Cex2 and in (2) C'p includes C1 and
parasitic capacitor at node N1. By choosing suitable L1 and Ref 0 dBm =m
Cl the power matching could be reached when Im[Zinf=- to .....

Im[Zs]. The value of Cex should be chosen considering the dBi
compromise between the size of Ls for matching and the ....X

Markeravailable power gain. Large Cex leads to the gain reduction 914500000 MHz 1 l.........
due to the degradation of the effective cut-off frequency of LgRv -27.17 dBm .....

the composite transistor. In the design for 900MHz Zigbee S3 FC
applications the value of Cex could be varied from 300fF to \IE l-- / A I$

500fF f>5tk' f; I, >R1 '' tzh:t[2XlEl", (~~~~5~k vSwp 11 1y1%: W t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~........I.wl\.f1 0 #
In second stage, the current source is replaced by an

inductor L2 such that maximize voltage swing at the output. Center 914.50 MHz span 10 MH
_6sBW 91kHz VBW 91 kHz Swoob 1. ns (601 pt

Moreover, inductor L2 is resonated with parasitic
capacitances at node N2 which prevents the signal loss into Figure 5. Output spectrum.
the silicon substrate to get the highest achievable gain [10].
Additional capacitors Cexl and Cex2 are added to gate-to- >F2 1 Po t2 Lg 1 10.0 dB f 0.00 dOf HfRULOP

dB H 1MEa 15.00 MHz Startsource of input transistors to keep the input signal linear IdB

because otherwise the intrinsic gate source capacitance Abort
which is essentially a bias dependent varactor may lead to
significant distortion at high input power levels [11]. To save 20 3p ct
the DC current the transistor is bias at very low gate to 10efin
source voltage. At this low bias voltage transistor drops into lefire
class A-B operation. When high power signal is applied, DC -Frin0e
drain current is then increased leading to power gain is - 20 i

boosted. As a result, output power and therefore output 1dB Define

compression point is increased. Degeneration inductors Ls H_d,-
which are wire bonding help to improve linearity by
lowering the gain through negative feedback. At the drain '' '
output, inductor L3 plays as the load as well as output
matching with capacitor C3, C4. Those three inductors L1, L2 Figure 6. Output return loss.
and L3 are made off-chip to get high linearity and gain since
off-chip inductor has much higher quality factor than on-chip
inductor [12]. 5

| - Fundamental frequency
___1 dB compression line

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS ° .

The transmitter is fabricated in 0.18ptm CMOS process.
The measured output signal spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. In m
this measurement, an external LO signal of -3 dBm at 914.5
MHz and 500 KHz base-band at -17 dBm are applied. As -0
can be seen in Fig. 5 that RF signal at 915 MHz is achieved
of 5.5 dBm so power conversion gain is 11.5 dB, LO -15
suppression is 24 dB (Fig. 5, the marker shows the LO 4

power), other harmonics suppression are suppessed more -20 1-1 _1 _1
than 30 dB. Output return loss is measured and shown in Fig. -25 -20 -15 -10 -5
6; the obtained result is -23 dB. Base-band input power is Input power
swept from -30 dBm to -8 dBm, RF output power is then
measured and the curve is graphed in Fig. 7 which shows Figure 7. Output 1 dB compression.
output 1 dB compression point of 3 dBm. As can be seen
from Fig. 7, the amplifier experiences class-AB operation.

Table.I compares and summarizes the simulation and Fabricated transmitter microphotograph is shown in Fig.
measurement results of transmitter front-end. As can be seen 8, the chip die area is 0.96 mm2.
in Table.I the measurement results are quite compromising
with the simulations except LO suppression. The
discrepancy of LO suppression can be explained by the
reasons of mismatch of mixer transistors in fabrication and
imperfect LO balun.
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l _ .l.........good performance with 11.5 dB gain, 3dBm OP1dB while
dissipating 1.8 mA from 1.8 V supply.
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